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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machines and equipment that are used in industrial facilities deteriorate due to load

and stress caused by production. Because of this deterioration, machines will eventually

fail and thus maintenance interventions are necessary to keep them in, or bring them

back to, an acceptable operating condition. These maintenance activities, which range

from small tasks such as cleaning and exchanging oil to large component replacements,

constitute a substantial part of the total costs for many firms and organizations. For

instance, maintenance costs of manufacturing firms typically range between 15–40% of

their total expenses (Wireman, 2014), and power plants and offshore wind farms spend

up to 30% of their total life-cycle costs on maintenance (Blanco, 2009; Röckmann

et al., 2017). During the operational phase of wind turbines, on average 67% of the

total expenses are due to maintenance activities, and there are even cases where this

exceeds 85% (IRENA, 2018). These substantial expenses clearly show that efficient

and effective operations and maintenance strategies are crucial for the profitability

and competitiveness of firms.

Many recent developments create opportunities to reduce maintenance expenses by

improving operational decision making. The advent of inexpensive sensor technologies

and the advances in the Internet of Things (IoT) enable the monitoring of production

facilities remotely and in real-time (Feng and Shanthikumar, 2018; Olsen and Tomlin,

2019). The ongoing developments in the field of machine learning enable the immediate

translation of the continuous stream of sensor data (e.g., vibration, temperature, and

noise) into estimated conditions of machines. Many researchers and practitioners

use these opportunities to develop maintenance policies that schedule interventions

based on condition information rather than performing them periodically or only after

failure. Ample studies reveal that adopting such condition-based maintenance policies

results in various benefits, ranging from cost-savings and higher production outputs

to improved reliability and safety.
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Another option to improve operational decision making arises by recognizing the

natural relation between the usage of machines and their degradation. Studies on

condition-based maintenance typically consider settings in which the deterioration

of machines is either stationary or affected by exogenous factors such as weather.

However, the deterioration rate of a machine (i.e., the speed at which it wears out)

often depends on the production rate, implying that it can be controlled by adjusting

the rate at which the machine operates. In this thesis, we introduce production policies

that exploit this production-dependent deterioration by dynamically optimizing the

production rate based on condition information. This results in many opportunities

to improve the overall performance of production facilities. For instance, production

revenues can be increased by accelerating machines that will be maintained soon,

severe failures can be avoided by shutting down machines in case an imminent failure

is foreseen, and the useful lifetimes of machines can be more efficiently utilized by

slightly decelerating machines that approach their end of life.

The main contribution of this thesis is to introduce and explore the concept

of dynamic condition-based production rate decisions for systems with production-

dependent deterioration. Hereby, we provide an alternative perspective in which

condition information is also used to adjust the production planning in order to

support the maintenance planning (e.g., maintenance might be postponed by slowing

down production). This is in contrast to condition-based maintenance policies that

use condition information to develop maintenance schedules aiming to support a given

production plan while minimizing maintenance costs. Moreover, high production

outputs and low maintenance expenses are two conflicting objectives as the former

favors high production rates while the latter prefers low production rates. By intro-

ducing condition-based production decisions, we aim to enhance the overall system

performance by improving the trade-off between these two opposing targets.

A real-life system for which all these aspects come together is an offshore wind

farm. Operational decision making for offshore wind farms is challenging due to

expensive spare parts such as components for generators and gearboxes, lengthy and

uncertain periods of inaccessibility due to harsh weather conditions, incidental needs

for specialized equipment such as jack-up vessels that imply long planning times,

and various tasks that require different technician specializations. For large and

expensive parts of offshore turbines, the performance of condition-based maintenance

is expected to be much better than that of reactive and time-based maintenance.

Reactive maintenance policies are, due to the lengthy planning times and inaccessibility

restrictions, associated with high production losses, whereas time-based policies waste

remaining useful life of expensive components. Industrial parties begin to recognize

the potential value of condition-based decision making as well, which is exemplified

by the around 2000 sensors that are built into modern turbines. Moreover, wind

turbines have so-called pitch control systems that can accelerate and decelerate the
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rotational speed of turbines by adjusting the angle of the blades. This feature enables

operators to exploit the relation between production and deterioration, for instance, by

decelerating highly deteriorated turbines to avoid failures or by accelerating turbines

that will be maintained soon.

The societal relevance of studying operational decisions in settings inspired by the

offshore wind sector is evident as offshore wind energy is recognized as one of the

most viable alternatives to traditional energy sources such as oil and gas. The Dutch

government intends to realize a total wind capacity of 11.5 gigawatt in 2030, which

implies a 157% capacity growth compared to the situations in 2018 (Dutch government,

2018). Thereby offshore wind farms may generate around 40% of the current total

energy consumption in the Netherlands in 2030. The Energy Roadmap 2050 published

by the European Union even suggests that up to 49% of Europe’s total electricity

consumption might come from wind power in 2050 (European Commission, 2011). Not

only in the Netherlands and Europe, but also worldwide the offshore wind sector is an

emerging industry that is quickly growing (annually on average with 8% since 2010).

This exponential growth can only continue by building enormous offshore wind farms.

An essential requirement to actualize this capacity growth is a business environment

in which profitable business cases are feasible. However, to realize this, considerable

structural cost savings are still needed. Undoubtedly, efficient and effective operational

decision making on maintenance and production planning play a vital role in the

potential success factor of offshore wind and deserves attention.

1.1 Thesis outline

The chapters of this thesis are organized into two parts. In the first part, we introduce

dynamic production policies that use condition information to exploit the relation

between production and deterioration. We consider systems whose production rate

directly affects the deterioration rate, implying that the operator can control the

deterioration of equipment by adjusting the production rate. We start with a stylized

single-unit system that is gradually extended in the two subsequent chapters. Each

chapter in this part aims to improve the profitability of an asset owner or service

provider, which is driven by a subtle trade-off between production revenues and

maintenance costs.

The second part takes a broader perspective and contains chapters that are either

related to maintenance for offshore wind farms or to dynamic production decisions.

In these chapters, we address the value of resource sharing for maintenance tasks

in offshore wind farms, we show another application in which dynamic production

decisions are valuable, and we study a vehicle routing problem that focuses on

asymmetric cost structures.
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In both parts, we use operation research techniques and consider stylized models

to expose the essence of various trade-offs that are present in offshore wind farms and

other production facilities. A broad range of methodologies is used including analytical

proofs, dynamic programming, Markov decision processes, simulations, and valid

inequalities within a branch-and-cut framework. The contributions lie in revealing

unstudied trade-offs encountered in scenarios inspired by the offshore wind sector, in

providing exact problem formulations with corresponding solution approaches, and in

providing new managerial insights.

The obtained insights are not only interesting from a theoretical point of view, but

are also becoming practically viable because of ongoing developments in the fields of

sensor equipment, the Internet of Things, and machine learning. These developments

enable operators to remotely monitor the deterioration of equipment and to control

its usage in real-time, thereby allowing to implement automated condition-based

production policies.

Part I: Condition-based production decisions

The literature on condition monitoring and condition-based maintenance is extensive

and many studies have developed advanced condition-based maintenance policies.

However, for many production facilities such as power plants and refineries, the

flexibility to schedule maintenance is limited, and therefore, maintenance is typically

performed periodically at so-called turnarounds. Between two turnarounds, equipment

may deteriorate more slowly or faster than expected, which can result in expensive

failures or unnecessary early maintenance actions. In Chapter 2, we explore the

benefits of using condition information to dynamically adjust production rates between

consecutive turnarounds.

The chapter is the first to introduce the concept of controlling the deterioration of

equipment based on condition information by dynamically adjusting the production

rate, which we refer to as condition-based production. To obtain clear-cut results

that provide fundamental insights into the optimal production control, we study a

stylized single-unit system with a single perfectly measurable condition. We provide

exact analytical solutions for deterministic deterioration processes and use a numerical

analysis based on a Markov decision process formulation to validate the insights

for stochastic deterioration processes. Results show that the profitability can be

substantially increased by adopting condition-based production decisions. For various

systems, we even observe win-win scenarios with both increased production revenues

and reduced failure risk.

Although we consider a single-unit system, the insights are also applicable to

multi-unit settings, for instance, if a specific component requires a relatively high

maintenance frequency, or if its maintenance interventions require separate logistical
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processes. For systems comprised of non-identical components, such as wind turbines,

each component generally requires a different maintenance frequency. At the system

level, it is appropriate to choose the maintenance interval based on the component

that requires maintenance most frequently, and to use the resulting maintenance

moments as opportunities to sometimes maintain the other, more slowly deteriorating

components as well (depending on their respective deterioration levels). In such

settings, the critical component is likely to be also the main driver for the dynamic

production rate.

Static maintenance schedules as considered in Chapter 2 are still often used in

practice. However, more and more companies are starting to implement dynamic

condition-based maintenance policies. In Chapter 3, we build on the previous chapter

and examine whether dynamic production policies are also valuable when condition-

based maintenance policies are employed. A fully dynamic policy is introduced that

integrates condition-based production and condition-based maintenance, which we

refer to as condition-based maintenance and production. We compare the benefits of

introducing dynamic production policies and dynamic maintenance policies in isolation

with the fully dynamic policy.

The fully dynamic policy is particularly useful for systems with substantial planning

times (e.g., required to arrange spare parts or skilled technicians) and expensive parts

such as gearbox components for offshore wind turbines. During the planning time

for maintenance, condition information cannot be used to improve the maintenance

schedule anymore. However, it can still be used to optimize the production rate,

thereby reducing the uncertainty on the degradation until the scheduled maintenance

action, which in turn results in fewer failures and higher production revenues. The

reduced failure risk allows the maintenance policy to be less conservative, implying

that maintenance can be initiated at higher deterioration levels.

Our results show that the performance of the various policies is highly dependent

on specific system characteristics such as the planning time for maintenance and the

severity of failures. Interestingly, making both the production and maintenance sched-

ule condition-based, can yield higher cost savings than the sum of their separate cost

savings. It follows that condition-based production and condition-based maintenance

can enhance each other’s cost savings potential.

The above two chapters consider single-unit systems, however, many real-life

systems have multiple units of some equipment, such as pumps or turbines, that are

jointly used to satisfy an overall production target. Applying policies developed for

single-unit systems directly to multi-unit systems typically results in poor performance

because these policies ignore various dependencies that exist between units. A common

form of dependency is positive economic dependence, which implies that performing

multiple maintenance interventions at once is more cost-efficient than performing them

separately. For instance, when tasks in an offshore wind farm are clustered into a
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single campaign, the transportation costs to the wind farm can be shared among these

jobs. In Chapter 4, we make the natural step to consider condition-based production

policies designed for systems consisting of multiple units while we take into account

economic dependency and an overall production target.

Introducing dynamic production policies for multi-unit systems creates various

opportunities to reduce costs that are not present for single-unit systems. For instance,

systems with high maintenance set-up costs (e.g., charter costs for jack-up vessels) can

reduce their overall expenses by synchronizing the deterioration levels of machines,

thereby improving the clustering of maintenance interventions. For systems that

must guarantee a reliable production flow (e.g., gas turbines that should provide a

constant gas pressure), the operator can minimize the risk that multiple machines fail

simultaneously by actively desynchronizing their deterioration levels. It is noteworthy

that condition-based production decisions also appear to be effective for multi-unit

systems both without a setup cost for maintenance and without a high penalty for

production shortages. In such systems, the useful life of equipment can be better

utilized by desynchronizing their deterioration levels such that a machine can decelerate

when it approaches the end of its lifetime. Moreover, in this chapter it will again

be shown that the optimal production control is not always intuitive; sometimes the

highly deteriorated machines should produce at a higher rate than machines that are

currently in a good condition.

Part II: Further studies on offshore wind and dynamic production

Besides the planning of maintenance, a significant challenge for offshore wind farm

operators is the incidental need for jack-up vessels. Such vessels can lift their hull

above the sea surface and can thereby provide a stable platform that is required for

heavy-lifting tasks such as the replacement of gearboxes and blades. Jack-up vessels

are expensive and a single wind farm is not expected to use a jack-up vessel on a

regular basis. It is, therefore, believed that it is not profitable to own a jack-up vessel

that is dedicated to a single wind farm. However, the alternative of leasing a jack-up

vessel is also far from perfect as this implies high variable charter costs and substantial

lead times that often result in high production losses. In Chapter 5, we consider an

alternative in which various wind farm operators collaborate by purchasing a jack-up

vessel together. The offshore wind sector still commonly adopts corrective maintenance

policies because of their simplicity (Leite et al., 2018). Therefore, we also consider

corrective maintenance rather than condition-based maintenance because we aim to

provide managerial insights on the cost benefits of co-owning a jack-up given nowadays

practices, rather than revealing new potential applications of condition-based decision

making.
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We use a simulation approach that takes into account uncertain weather conditions,

uncertain failures, and cost parameters that reflect the today’s offshore wind sector.

In the numerical section, we present several possible collaborations that include Dutch,

Belgian, and British wind farms. Results show that considerable cost savings can be

achieved compared to leasing a jack-up vessel, and that the jack-up, in contrast to as

often believed by practitioners, should not be fully utilized to minimize costs. More

advanced policies that include harbor sharing do not further reduce costs. The insights

are robust to various parameters such as distances between wind farms, the failure

rates of components, and electricity prices. The main contribution of the chapter is to

shed light on the benefits of sharing a jack-up vessel between multiple wind farms,

and on the trade-off between the jack-up utilization and downtime due to congestion.

In Chapter 6, we show the versatility of dynamic production decisions by analyz-

ing its effectiveness in another application. Many production facilities use equipment

that requires heating and produce on a make-to-order basis. For instance, circuit

board manufacturers produce chips that are customized to the wishes of each partic-

ular customer. Such systems face high electricity expenses that can be reduced by

temporarily switching the heater off and placing arriving customers into a queue. The

studied production situation will be modeled as a M/G/1 queue with setup times

and costs that depend on the temperature of the system. We show that the optimal

policy depends on both the queue length and the temperature of the system. An

encouraging result for practice is that more easy-to-implement policies, such as policies

that switch on the heater at a given queue length regardless of the temperature, also

realize substantial cost savings for most systems.

In Chapter 7, we consider a stylized asymmetric multi-depot vehicle routing

problem that lies at the core of many routing and scheduling problems, including those

encountered in the offshore wind sector. The chapters in Part I focus on condition-based

production and maintenance decisions, but do not address the follow-up decision of

scheduling a given set of tasks into vehicle routes while taking into account operational

restrictions such as the availability of scarce resources like technicians and vessels, the

time and cost to travel between machines, and the given time windows in which tasks

have to be finished. Although many studies consider such settings, an exact solution

approach that solves the stylized (i.e., without additional problem-specific constraints

such as time windows) multi-depot vehicle routing problem with asymmetric costs

appears to be missing.

We present a branch-and-cut algorithm that relies on a series of newly derived

valid inequalities that explicitly exploit the asymmetric cost structure. The design of

the algorithm is generic in the sense that – with some problem-specific, non-structural

adaptations – it may be applied to other asymmetric routing problems with additional

problem-specific constraints. Besides the branch-and-cut algorithm, we also develop

a simple yet effective heuristic procedure to quickly find feasible solutions. Multiple
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depots and asymmetric cost structures are characteristics that are often encountered

in today’s routing problems of most interest. The theoretical insights obtained in

the chapter are therefore of use for algorithm development for numerous practical

applications.

In Chapter 8, we conclude the thesis by summarizing the obtained insights and

we reflect on their practical and academic value. We also review the assumptions that

we used and provide ample future research directions.
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